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In the era of economic globalization, the listed companies have the choice of 
transnational merger and acquisition to expand the scale and enhance overall 
competitiveness. Transnational merger and acquisition of listed companies is like a 
double-edged sword, it significantly accelerated the process of the world economy. 
But also have a negative impact on the interests of these countries. So relevant 
countries, especially, those countries affected directly by transnational mergers and 
acquisitions, such as the country  where the company is located, where the target 
company is located, where the target company's own shareholders is her native 
people ,formulated a series of laws and regulations for supervision, This would 
inevitably lead  to  the conflict of regulated jurisdiction and the applicable  law. In 
this paper the author attempts to discuss the problem, from the perspective of the 
conflict of the law, cover the Company Law, securities Law, Antimonopoly Law.  
The full text is composed of three parts: the foreword, and conclusions and the main 
body. 
 
Foreword: a brief presentation of the background, the significance of the topics 
and this task.  
 
Body parts:  total three parts. To discuss the problem by the way of gradual 
exposition  
 
Chapter 1:  the concept, types, causes and its value judgment of the cross-border 
mergers and acquisitions of listed companies, it is the foundation and starting point in 
logic for this paper, and pave the way for the second chapter. Focus on research the 
basic problem of the transnational mergers and acquisitions of listed company. 
 
Chapter II: discuss the legal conflict of the transnational merger and acquisition 
of the listed companies. Analyze the reasons for legal conflict and its performance. 
The author analyzed: in the internationalization era of the securities market, there are 
substantial differences in the merger law of the listed company, and apply in the same 















manifestations of the conflict in the company law, securities law, anti-trust law 
Perspective. 
 
Chapter III: the resolution for the legal conflict from the domestic and 
international perspective. All the sovereign states can not give up the right of 
supervision and jurisdiction in the face of the legal conflict, and make arrangements in 
the domestic law, and  come to coordinated with other countries. 
 
Conclusion: make a evaluation about Chinese legislation on the  conflict  of  
law  of  transnational merger and acquisition of  the listed companies. 
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国际直接投资的重要方式。仅 1999 年全球宣布并购的交易额就达 33100 亿美元，
美国并购总额超过 16300 亿美元，欧洲并购交易额达 12000 亿美元。① 与此同时，
中国的股市也发生了大规模的并购。1993 年中国股市产生首例市场化并购，深
宝安举牌全流通公司延中实业。在后股权分置时代，2005 年举牌事件骤然增多，
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